TABLE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK
VOLUNTEER RANGER PROGRAMME 2020

A challenging nine-month training and mentorship programme, on a volunteer bases offered every Saturday of a month from 9h00am – 17h00pm. Candidates will be required to meet at Table Mountain National Park Kloof Nek Offices at No. 8 Signal Hill Road, Signal Hill Cape Town.

Training will consist of in-class and in-field lectures, mountain safety, trail and tourist education and mountain patrolling including full moon patrols.

The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skills and/or abilities that are required:

- Minimum Grade 12
- Must be reasonable physically fit and must be willing to undergo a fitness and basic skills assessment.

Candidates must reside in the Cape Town region.
There is no remuneration or stipend package included in this programme.

Applications must be accompanied by the application form, CV and copies of ID and submitted to the email address: tmmnvolunteer.rangers@gmail.com

Alternatively you can submit your application directly to the Table Mountain National Park Kloof Nek Offices at No. 8 Signal Hill Road, Signal Hill Cape Town.

For further information please contact or Suzan Muhanelwa on 021 422 1601 or Shaheeda January-Manzini at 0825564809

Closing date for applications is Friday, 20th March 2020.

Interview and fitness assessments will take place between March and April 2020 and training will commence on 11th April 2020.

To develop, expand, manage and promote a system of sustainable national parks that represents biodiversity and heritage assets, through innovation and best practice for the just and equitable benefit of current and future generations.